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Abstract—Security has become one of the major issues for data communication over wired and wireless networks. Different from the

past work on the designs of cryptography algorithms and system infrastructures, we will propose a dynamic routing algorithm that could

randomize delivery paths for data transmission. The algorithm is easy to implement and compatible with popular routing protocols,

such as the Routing Information Protocol in wired networks and Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector protocol in wireless networks,

without introducing extra control messages. An analytic study on the proposed algorithm is presented, and a series of simulation

experiments are conducted to verify the analytic results and to show the capability of the proposed algorithm.

Index Terms—Security-enhanced data transmission, dynamic routing, RIP, DSDV.
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1 INTRODUCTION

IN the past decades, various security-enhanced measures
have been proposed to improve the security of data

transmission over public networks. Existing work on
security-enhanced data transmission includes the designs
of cryptography algorithms and system infrastructures and
security-enhanced routing methods. Their common objec-
tives are often to defeat various threats over the Internet,
including eavesdropping, spoofing, session hijacking, etc.

Among many well-known designs for cryptography-

based systems, the IP Security (IPSec) [23] and the Secure

Socket Layer (SSL) [21] are popularly supported and

implemented in many systems and platforms. Although

IPSec and SSL do greatly improve the security level for data

transmission, they unavoidably introduce substantial over-

heads [1], [7], [13], especially on gateway/host performance

and effective network bandwidth. For example, the data

transmission overhead is 5 cycles/byte over an Intel

Pentium II with the Linux IP stack alone, and the overhead

increases to 58 cycles/byte when Advanced Encryption

Standard (AES) [10] is adopted for encryption/decryption

for IPSec [7].
Another alternative for security-enhanced data transmis-

sion is to dynamically route packets between each source

and its destination so that the chance for system break-in,

due to successful interception of consecutive packets for a

session, is slim. The intention of security-enhanced routing

is different from the adopting of multiple paths between a

source and a destination to increase the throughput of data

transmission (see, e.g., [8] and [9]). In particular, Lou et al.
[14], [15] proposed a secure routing protocol to improve the
security of end-to-end data transmission based on multiple-
path deliveries. The set of multiple paths between each
source and its destination is determined in an online
fashion, and extra control message exchanging is needed.
Bohacek et al. [2] proposed a secure stochastic routing
mechanism to improve routing security. Similar to the work
proposed by Lou et al. [14], [15], a set of paths is discovered
for each source and its destination in an online fashion
based on message flooding. Thus, a mass of control
messages is needed. Yang and Papavassiliou [25] explored
the trading of the security level and the traffic dispersion.
They proposed a traffic dispersion scheme to reduce the
probability of eavesdropped information along the used
paths provided that the set of data delivery paths is
discovered in advance. Although excellent research results
have been proposed for security-enhanced dynamic rout-
ing, many of them rely on the discovery of multiple paths
either in an online or offline fashion. For those online path-
searching approaches, the discovery of multiple paths
involves a significant number of control signals over the
Internet. On the other hand, the discovery of paths in an
offline fashion might not be suitable to networks with a
dynamic changing configuration. Therefore, we will pro-
pose a dynamic routing algorithm to provide security-
enhanced data delivery without introducing any extra
control messages.

The objective of this work is to explore a security-
enhanced dynamic routing algorithm based on distributed
routing information widely supported in existing wired
and wireless networks. We aim at the randomization of
delivery paths for data transmission to provide consider-
ably small path similarity (i.e., the number of common links
between two delivery paths) of two consecutive transmitted
packets. The proposed algorithm should be easy to
implement and compatible with popular routing protocols,
such as the Routing Information Protocol (RIP) for wired
networks [16] and Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector
(DSDV) protocol for wireless networks [20], over existing
infrastructures. These protocols shall not increase the
number of control messages if the proposed algorithm is
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adopted. An analytic study will be presented for the
proposed routing algorithm, and a series of simulation
study will be conducted to verify the analytic results and to
show the capability of the proposed algorithm.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
formally defines the problem under investigation. In
Section 3, we propose a security-enhanced dynamic routing
algorithm to randomize the data delivery paths. An analytic
study on the proposed algorithm is conducted. Section 4
summarizes our experimental results to demonstrate the
capability of the proposed algorithm. Section 5 is the
conclusion.

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

The objective of this work is to explore a security-enhanced
dynamic routing algorithm based on distributed routing
information widely supported in existing networks. In
general, routing protocols over networks could be classified
roughly into two kinds: distance-vector algorithms and
link-state algorithms [11]. Distance-vector algorithms rely
on the exchanging of distance information among neigh-
boring nodes for the seeking of routing paths. Examples of
distance-vector-based routing algorithms include RIP and
DSDV. Link-state algorithms used in the Open Shortest
Path First protocol [19] are for global routing in which the
network topology is known by all nodes. Our goal is to
propose a distance-vector-based algorithm for dynamic
routing to improve the security of data transmission. Before
we proceed with further discussions, our problem and
system model shall be defined.

A network could be modeled as a graph G ¼ ðN;LÞ,
where N is a set of routers (also referred to as nodes) in the
network, and L is a set of links that connect adjacent routers
in the network. A path p from a node s (referred to as a
source node) to another node t (referred to as a destination
node) is a set of links ðN1; N2ÞðN2; N3Þ � � � ðNi;Niþ1Þ, where
s ¼ N1, Niþ1 ¼ t, Nj 2 N , and ðNj;Njþ1Þ 2 L for 1 � j � i.
Let Ps;t denote the set of all potential paths between a source
node s and a destination node t. Note that the number of
paths in Ps;t could be an exponential function of the number
of routers in the network, and we should not derive Ps;t in
practice for routing or analysis.

Definition 1 (path similarity). Given two paths pi and pj, the
path similarity Simðpi; pjÞ for pi and pj is defined as the
number of common links between pi and pj:

Simðpi; pjÞ ¼ ðNx;NyÞjðNx;NyÞ 2 pi ^ ðNx;NyÞ 2 pj
� ��� ��;

where Nx and Ny are two nodes in the network.

The path similarity between two paths is computed
based on the algorithm of Levenshtein distance [12].

Definition 2 (the expected value of path similarity for any

two consecutive delivered packets). Given a source node s
and a destination node t, the expected value of path similarity
of any two consecutive delivered packets is defined as follows:

E½Sims;t� ¼
X

8pi;pj2Ps;t
Simðpi; pjÞ � ProbðpjjpiÞ � ProbðpiÞ;

where Ps;t is the set of all possible transmission paths between
a source node s and a destination node t. ProbðpjjpiÞ is the
conditional probability of using pj for delivering the current
packet, given that pi is used for the previous packet. ProbðpiÞ
is the probability of using pi for delivering the previous
packet.

The purpose of this research is to propose a dynamic
routing algorithm to improve the security of data transmis-
sion. We define the eavesdropping avoidance problem as
follows:

Given a graph for a network under discussion, a source node,
and a destination node, the problem is to minimize the path
similarity without introducing any extra control messages, and
thus to reduce the probability of eavesdropping consecutive
packets over a specific link.

3 SECURITY-ENHANCED DYNAMIC ROUTING

3.1 Notations and Data Structures

The objective of this section is to propose a distance-vector-
based algorithm for dynamic routing to improve the
security of data transmission. We propose to rely on existing
distance information exchanged among neighboring nodes
(referred to as routers as well in this paper) for the seeking of
routing paths. In many distance-vector-based implementa-
tions, e.g., those based on RIP, each node Ni maintains a
routing table (see Table 1a) in which each entry is associated
with a tuple ðt;WNi;t; NexthopÞ, where t, WNi;t, and Nexthop
denote some unique destination node, an estimated minimal
cost to send a packet to t, and the next node along the
minimal-cost path to the destination node, respectively.

With the objective of this work in the randomization of
routing paths, the routing table shown in Table 1a is
extended to accommodate our security-enhanced dynamic
routing algorithm. In the extended routing table (see
Table 1b), we propose to associate each entry with a tuple
ðt;WNi;t; C

Ni
t ; H

Ni
t Þ. CNi

t is a set of node candidates for the
nexthop (note that the candidate selection will be elabo-
rated in Procedure 2 of Section 3.2), where one of the
nexthop candidates that have the minimal cost is marked.
HNi
t , a set of tuples, records the history for packet deliveries

through the node Ni to the destination node t. Each tuple
ðNj; hNj

Þ in HNi
t is used to represent that Ni previously

used the node hNj
as the nexthop to forward the packet

from the source node Nj to the destination node t. Let Nbri
and wNi;Nj

denote the set of neighboring nodes for a
node Ni and the cost in the delivery of a packet between Ni

and a neighboring node Nj, respectively. Each node Ni also
maintains an array (referred to as a link table) in which each
entry corresponds to a neighboring node Nj 2 Nbri and
contains the cost wNi;Nj

for a packet delivery.
The proposed algorithm achieves considerably small path

similarity for packet deliveries between a source node and the
corresponding destination node. However, the total space
requirement would increase to store some extra routing
information. The size of a routing table depends on the
topology and the node number of a network under discus-
sions. In the worst case, we have a fully connected network.
For each entry in the routing table shown in Table 1b, the
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additional spaces required for recording the set of node

candidates (as shown in the third column of Table 1b) and for

recording the routing history (as shown in the fourth column

of Table 1b) are OðjNjÞ. Because there are jN j destination

nodes at most in each routing table, the additionally required

spaces for the entire routing table for one node are OðjNj2Þ.
Since the provided distributed dynamic routing algorithm

(DDRA) is a distance-vector-based routing protocol for

intradomain systems, the number of nodes is limited, and

the network topology is hardly fully connected. Hence, the

increase of the total space requirement is considerably small.

However, the impact of the space requirement on the search

time will be analyzed in the following section.

3.2 A Distributed Dynamic Routing Algorithm

The DDRA proposed in this paper consists of two parts:

1) a randomization process for packet deliveries and

2) maintenance of the extended routing table.

3.2.1 Randomization Process

Consider the delivery of a packet with the destination t

at a node Ni. In order to minimize the probability that

packets are eavesdropped over a specific link, a randomi-

zation process for packet deliveries shown in Procedure 1 is

adopted. In this process, the previous nexthop hs (defined

in HNi
t of Table 1b) for the source node s is identified in

the first step of the process (line 1). Then, the process

randomly pick up a neighboring node in CNi
t excluding hs

as the nexthop for the current packet transmission. The

exclusion of hs for the nexthop selection avoids transmit-

ting two consecutive packets in the same link, and the

randomized pickup prevents attackers from easily pre-

dicting routing paths for the coming transmitted packets.

Procedure 1 RANDOMIZEDSELECTOR ðs; t; pktÞ
1: Let hs be the used nexthop for the previous packet

delivery for the source node s.

2: if hs 2 CNi
t then

3: if jCNi
t j > 1 then

4: Randomly choose a node x from fCNi
t � hsg as a

nexthop, and send the packet pkt to the node x.

5: hs  x, and update the routing table of Ni.

6: else

7: Send the packet pkt to hs.

8: end if

9: else

10: Randomly choose a node y from CNi
t as a nexthop,

and send the packet pkt to the node y.

11: hs  y, and update the routing table of Ni.

12: end if

The number of entries in the history record for packet
deliveries to destination nodes is jNj in the worst case.
In order to efficiently look up the history record for a
destination node, we maintain the history record for each
node in a hash table. Before the current packet is sent to its
destination node, we must randomly pick up a neighbor-
ing node excluding the used node for the previous packet.
Once a neighboring node is selected, by the hash table, we
need Oð1Þ to determine whether the selected neighboring
node for the current packet is the same as the one used by
the previous packet. Therefore, the time complexity of
searching a proper neighboring node is Oð1Þ.

3.2.2 Routing Table Maintenance

Let every node in the network be given a routing table

and a link table. We assume that the link table of each
node is constructed by an existing link discovery protocol,

such as the Hello protocol in [18]. On the other hand, the
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TABLE 1
An Example of the Routing Table for the Node Ni

(a) The routing table for the original distance-vector-based routing algorithm. (b) The routing table for the proposed security-enhanced routing
algorithm.



construction and maintenance of routing tables are revised
based on the well-known Bellman-Ford algorithm [4] and
described as follows:

Initially, the routing table of each node (e.g., the node Ni)

consists of entries fðNj;WNi;Nj
; CNi

Nj
¼ fNjg; HNi

Nj
¼ ;Þg, where

Nj 2 Nbri and WNi;Nj
¼ wNi;Nj

. By exchanging distance

vectors between neighboring nodes, the routing table of Ni

is accordingly updated. Note that the exchanging for distance

vectors among neighboring nodes can be based on a

predefined interval. The exchanging can also be triggered

by the change of link cost or the failure of the link/node. In

this paper, we consider cases when Ni receives a distance

vector from a neighboring node Nj. Each element of a

distance vector received from a neighboring nodeNj includes

a destination node tand a delivery costWNj;t from the nodeNj

to the destination node t. The algorithm for the maintenance

of the routing table ofNi is shown in Procedure 2, and will be

described below.

Procedure 2 DVPROCESSðt;WNj;tÞ
1: if the destination node t is not in the routing table then

2: Add the entry ðt; ðwNi;Nj
þWNj;tÞ; CNi

t ¼fNjg; HNi
t ¼;Þ.

3: else if ðwNi;Nj
þWNj;tÞ < WNi;t then

4: CNi
t  fNjg and Nj is marked as the minimal-cost

nexthop.

5: WNi;t  ðwNi;Nj
þWNj;tÞ

6: for each node Nk 2 Nbri except Nj do

7: if WNk;t < WNi;t then

8: CNi
t  CNi

t [ fNkg
9: end if

10: end for

11: Send ðt;WNi;tÞ to each neighboring node Nk 2 Nbri.
12: else if ðwNi;Nj

þWNj;tÞ > WNi;t then

13: if ðNj 2 CNi
t Þ then

14: if Nj was marked as the minimal-cost nexthop then

15: WNi;t  MINNk2NbriðwNi;Nk
þWNk;tÞ

16: CNi
t  ;

17: for each node Nk 2 Nbri do

18: if WNk;t < WNi;t then

19: CNi
t  CNi

t [ fNkg
20: end if
21: end for

22: Send ðt;WNi;tÞ to each neighboring node Nk 2 Nbri.

23: else if WNj;t > WNi;t then

24: CNi
t  CNi

t � fNjg
25: end if

26: else if ðNj 62 CNi
t Þ ^ ðWNj;t < WNi;tÞ then

27: CNi
t  CNi

t [ fNjg
28: end if

29: end if

First, for the elements that do not exist in the routing
table, new entries for the corresponding destination nodes
will be inserted (lines 1 and 2). Otherwise, wNi;Nj

þWNj;t is
compared with WNi;t saved in the routing table of Ni, and
the following four cases are considered:

1. ðwNi;Nj
þWNj;tÞ < WNi;t (lines 3-11). The correspond-

ing minimal cost is updated in the routing table, and

Nj is marked as the minimal-cost nexthop. Any
neighboring node Nk which has an estimated packet
delivery cost from Nk to t (i.e., WNk;t) no more than
ðwNi;Nj

þWNj;tÞ joins the candidate set CNi
t . It is to

aggressively include more candidates for the nexthop
to t with reasonable packet delivery cost (i.e.,
WNk;t < WNi;t). Compared to the Bellman-Ford algo-
rithm, more than one neighboring node can be
selected as the nexthop candidates in this step
(lines 6-10) to accommodate multiple packet-delivery
paths to the destination node t. Also, the selection
policy described above can prevent the algorithm
from generating the routing loops, and the proof will
be shown in Theorem 1.

2. ðwNi;Nj
þWNj;tÞ > WNi;t, and Nj is in the set CNi

t of
nexthop candidates (lines 13-25). Based on whether
Nj is marked as the minimal-cost nexthop in the
routing table of Ni, the following two cases are
further considered.

. Nj was marked as the minimal-cost nexthop
(lines 14-22). For all neighboring nodes of Ni,
the minimal cost to the destination node t is
recomputed according to the distance vectors
received from the neighboring nodes. Also, the
nexthop candidates for the destination node t
are reselected, and the selection policy is the
same as lines 7-9 for Case 1.

. Nj was not marked as the minimal-cost nexthop
(lines 23 and 24). If WNj;t > WNi;t, Nj is removed
from CNi

t .
3. ðwNi;Nj

þWNj;tÞ>WNi;t, and Nj is not in the set CNi
t of

nexthop candidates (lines 26 and 27). If WNj;t <WNi;t,
Nj is inserted into CNi

t .
4. Otherwise, nothing is done.

When a node Ni receives a distance vector from a
neighboring node, Procedure 2 is used to maintain the
nexthop candidates for each entry in the routing table of Ni.
The time complexity of Procedure 2 maintaining the nexthop
candidates is OðjNjÞ. Furthermore, in the routing table of Ni,
there are jN j entries in the worst case. Hence, the time
complexity of maintaining the routing table is OðjNj2Þ.

Based on Procedures 1 and 2, our security-enhanced
dynamic routing can be achieved without modifying the
existing distance-vector-based routing protocols such as RIP
and DSDV. Also, the properties for the proposed algorithms
are summarized as follows:

Theorem 1. The proposed algorithm would not result in any

routing loop during the run time, given a fixed routing table

for each router.

Proof. It can be proven by contradiction. Given any source-
destination pair ðs; tÞ, consider the setPs;t of possible paths
for packet deliveries. Suppose that a path p 2 Ps;t with a
loop ðN1; N2ÞðN2; N3Þ � � � ðNk�1; NkÞðNk;N1Þ could be
resulted, where k is a positive integer, and routers are
renumbered for the simplicity of presentation. As a result,
we have N22CN1

t ; N32CN2
t ; . . . ; Nk2CNk�1

t , and N12CNk
t .

In other words, WN2;t < WN1;t;WN3;t < WN2;t; . . . ;WNk;t <

WNk�1;t, and WN1;t <WNk;t. Thus, WN1;t <WNk;t <WNk�1;t <

� � � < WN3;t < WN2;t < WN1;t. Because WN1;t could not be
smaller than WN1;t, a contradiction is found. tu
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3.3 An Analytic Study

In this section, we propose an analytic model to analyze path
similarity for our security-enhanced DDRA. The goal is to
provide an analytic framework for the proposed algorithm
and to quantify the “degree” of security possibly achieved.

Fig. 1 shows an illustration for the node Ni with its
neighboring nodes denoted as Nbri;1;Nbri;2; . . . , and Nbri;j.
Let t be a destination node, and the node Ni has a set CNi

t of
nexthop candidates and a minimal cost MNi;t for the
destination node t. The minimal cost MNi;t can be derived as

MNi;t ¼
X

8ðx;yÞ2MCP
Ni
t

wx;y;

where MCPNi
t is the set of all links along the minimal-cost

path from the node Ni to node t. Note that MCPNi
t can be

derived by a single-source shortest path algorithm, such as
the Dijkstra’s algorithm [4].

Since the neighboring nodes of Ni whose minimal
delivery costs to the destination node t are less than MNi;t

will be included in CNi
t , CNi

t can be defined as

CNi
t ¼ NjjMNj;t < MNi;t and Nj 2 Nbri

� �
:

Let Ps;t denote a path set containing all possible delivery
paths from a source node s to a destination node t. Let p, a
sequence of links ðs;N2ÞðN2; N3Þ � � � ðNm; tÞ, denote one of
the paths in Ps;t, where m is the number of links that the
packet goes through over the path p. The probability that
the path p is selected for transmitting a packet from the
source s to the destination t can be derived as follows:

ProbðpÞ ¼ 1

Cs
tj j
� 1

CN2
t

�� ���
1

CN3
t

�� ��� � � � �
1

CNm
t

�� �� :

Based on Definition 2 in Section 2, the expected value
E½Sims;t� of path set Ps;t can be

E½Sims;t� ¼
X

8pi;pj2Ps;t
Simðpi; pjÞ � ProbðpjjpiÞ � ProbðpiÞ
� �

:

For any two paths pi and pj in Ps;t, the derivation of
ProbðpjjpiÞ can be classified into the following three cases:

1. For each link ðNx;NyÞ 2 pj, if ðNx;NyÞ 2 pi, and more
than one candidate exists in the nexthop set of the
routing table of Nx, pj will not be selected as the
following path of pi for delivering the packets from

the source s to the destination t. Then, we have
ProbðpjjpiÞ ¼ 0.

2. For each link ðNx;NyÞ 2 pj where jCNx
t j > 1, if

ðNx;NyÞ is not in pi and there exists a link ðNx;NzÞ
such that ðNx;NzÞ 2 pi and Nz 2 CNx

t , then the
probability that Ny will be selected as the nexthop
of Nx for the path pj is 1

jCNx
t j�1

.

3. Otherwise, ProbðpjjpiÞ ¼ 1
jCNx

t j
. It occurs when the

path pi does not go through the node Nx or when

jCNx
t j ¼ 1.

Based on the above discussions, we have

ProbðpjjpiÞ

¼
Y

8ðNx;NyÞ2pj

0; if CNx
t

�� �� > 1 and ðNx;NyÞ 2 pi;
1

CNx
tj j�1

; if CNx
t

�� �� > 1 and 9ðNx;NzÞ 2 pi;

such that Nz 2 CNx
t and Nz 6¼ Ny;

1
CNx
tj j ; otherwise:

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

Note that if the previously selected nexthop is not
recorded in Procedure 1, the adoptions of the paths pi and
pj are independent, and ProbðpjjpiÞ equals to ProbðpjÞ.

Furthermore, let PSl be a source-destination pair set that
includes all delivery paths from some source node s to some
destination node t, and all included source-destination pairs
have the minimal-cost path length l. Then, the average
value E½SimPSl � of E½Sims;t� for all source-destination pairs
ðs; tÞ in PSl can be derived as follows:

E½SimPSl � ¼
1

jPSlj
�
X

8ðs;tÞ2PSl

E½Sims;t�;

where jPSlj is the number of source-destination pairs in PSl,
and ðs; tÞ is a source-destination pair.

By using E½SimPSl �, the “degree” of security for different

kinds of routing protocols can be quantified. The above

analytic model can be applied to any network topology, and

the mathematical analysis for E½SimPSl � has been validated

against the simulation experiments, which will be shown in

Section 4. Also, we shall show that in the experiments, the

proposed algorithm greatly outperforms the existing rout-

ing algorithms in terms of E½SimPSl �.

3.4 Implementation Remarks

The original cost-assignment strategy of RIP assigns an equal
cost value (i.e., 1) to each link. If the proposed algorithm is
implemented over RIP with equal cost links, then the
resulted path set would be the same as that generated by
an equal-cost multipath protocol based on RIP (which
maintains more than one nexthop if they all have the
minimal cost). However, links could have different costs in
practice. For example, the default cost value of a link ðNi;NjÞ
in OSPF could be derived as follows:

OSPF CostðNi;NjÞ ¼
108

Interface Speed in bps
;

where Interface_Speed_in_bps is the minimal bandwidth of
the connected interfaces between Ni and Nj. The setting for
the link-cost value in another popular distance-vector-based
routing protocol, Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing
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Protocol, can be found in [22], and the details are omitted.
We shall show that, in the experiments, an equal-cost link
strategy could have a more average on the path similarity.

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The purpose of this section is to evaluate the performance of
the proposed algorithm, referred to as the DDRA. A
simulation model is constructed to investigate the perfor-
mance of the proposed methodology with the ns-2 network
simulator [24]. In the simulation model, the AT&T US
topology and DANTE Europe topology shown in Figs. 2 and
3 for backbone networks are used [17]. Note that with the
self-similar characteristic for Internet topologies [6], the
behavior for backbone networks could be applied to that for
corporate/enterprise networks. In addition to AT&T US and
DANTE topologies, we generate some random topologies
based on random graphs [5] for the experiments. A random

graph is a graph with a fixed set of vertices, and a link
between any two nodes occurs with a given probability. In
our experiments, the numbers of nodes in the random
topologies are 40, 50, and 60. The link probabilities are 0.1,
0.2, 0.3, and 0.4.

We compare the performance of DDRA with the popular
Shortest-Path Routing Algorithm (SPRA) and the Equal-Cost
Routing Algorithm (ECRA) used in RIP. In SPRA, only one
path with the minimal cost is derived for each source-
destination pair. On the other hand, more than one path can
be accommodated in ECRA if their delivery costs are the same
as that of the minimal-cost path. Note that in the remainder of
this section, we use “DDRA_with_RandomizedSelector” to
represent the situation where both Procedures 1 and 2 are
used, and “DDRA_without_RandomizedSelector” to denote
the situation where only Procedure 2 is adopted. Though
multipath routing protocols, e.g., [14] and [15], could also
provide multiple paths for source-destination pairs, the
control messages of the online multipath routing protocols
will be significantly increased. Also, the offline multipath
routing protocols cannot reflect the changing of the topology.
Therefore, the multipath routing protocols will not be
compared with our distance-vector-based dynamic routing
algorithm.

The primary performance metric is the average value

E½SimPSl � of path similarity for all source-destination pairs

in PSl. The values ofE½SimPSl � is calculated by the following

procedure: For each source-destination pair with the length

of the minimal-cost path equal to l, a considerable number of

packets are transmitted from the source node to the

corresponding destination node. The average path similarity

of the source-destination pair is calculated by summing the

path similarity of each two consecutive packets divided by

the packet number minus 1. The same operation is done for

the rest of source-destination pairs. Finally, the value of

E½SimPSl � can be obtained by averaging the path similarity

of all source-destination pairs with the length l of minimal-

cost paths.
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Fig. 2. AT&T US topology.

Fig. 3. DANTE Europe topology.



In the AT&T US topology, the cost of each link is set as 1
or 4, depending on the bandwidth of each link. The bold lines
in Fig. 2 represent the links with 9.6-Gbps bandwidth.
The bandwidth of any other links is equal to 2.4 Gbps. In
Fig. 3, three costs (1, 2, and 4) are set for links in the
DANTE Europe topology. The bold lines and the dash lines
represent the links with 10-Gbps bandwidth and with 5-Gbps
bandwidth, respectively. For any other links in Fig. 3, the
bandwidth is equal to 2.5-Gbps bandwidth. In the random
topologies, the cost of each link is uniformly set from 1 to 5
with the bandwidth values (10, 8, 6, 4, and 2) Gbps,
respectively. The simulated traffic is constant bit rate (CBR)
over User Datagram Protocol (UDP). The interval time of CBR
is 10 ms and the packet size is 1,000 bytes. The simulation time
is set to 100 seconds. In addition to path similarity, the
performance of the proposed algorithm will be further
investigated in terms of average single-trip time (i.e., end-
to-end delay) and interpacket jitter (the definition of jitter will
be described in the following section) caused by the varying
delays resulting from our multipath packet deliveries.

In order to investigate the effect of traffic load on
throughput for our proposed DDRA, the traffic is also
generated based on variable-bit-rate applications such as
file transfers over Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). The
average packet size is 1,000 bytes, and source-destination
pairs are chosen randomly with uniform probabilities.

4.1 Effect of l on E½SimPSl �
The purposes of this section are to verify the correctness of
the analytic study and to compare the performance of
DDRA, ECRA, and SPRA for AT&T US topology and
DANTE Europe topology.

Fig. 4 shows the analytic results of E½SimPSl � derived by

the analytic study in Section 3.3 and its experimental results

by simulating the proposed algorithm over ns-2. The x-axis

is for the length l of the minimal-cost path for source-

destination pairs, and the y-axis is for E½SimPSl �. From this

figure, the analytic results match the experimental results

pretty well, which indicates that our mathematical analysis

is validated against the simulation experiment.

Fig. 5 shows the experimental results of E½SimPSl �
for DDRA_with_RandomizedSelector, DDRA_without_Ran-
domizedSelector, ECRA, and SPRA under the AT&T topol-
ogy. From this figure, we observe that our DDRA-based
methodologies greatly outperform SPRA and ECRA for all l
values under investigation,1 which indicates that our DDRA
provides larger path variation and, thus, more secure packet
routing. Also, the E½SimPSl � values for SPRA, ECRA, and
DDRA_without_RandomizedSelector increase as l increases.
The increasing rates for SPRA and ECRA are much larger
than those for DDRA_without_RandomizedSelector espe-
cially when l is large. Specifically, the E½SimPSl � value for
SPRA is the same as the length of minimal-cost path because
all packets always go through the minimal-cost path between
source-destination pairs. On the other hand, when l increases,
E½SimPSl � for DDRA_with_RandomizedSelector increases
and then decreases. For all l values, the performance of
DDRA_with_RandomizedSelector is better than that of
DDRA_without_RandomizedSelector. The RandomizedSe-
lector can prevent from selecting the previous nexthop for
the current packet delivery and therefore avoids that
consecutive packets are transmitted to the same nexthop.

Fig. 6 shows the experimental results of E½SimPSl � for the

DANTE Europe topology. In this figure, a similar phenom-

enon as Fig. 5 is observed, i.e., the values of E½SimPSl � for our

DDRA-based methodologies are smaller than those for

SPRA and ECRA. Also, the E½SimPSl � values of ECRA and

SPRA in this figure are much similar to those in Fig. 5.

However, the performance of DDRA_with_Randomized

Selector and DDRA_without_RandomizedSelector for the

DANTE Europe topology is not as good as that for the

AT&T US topology. The reason is that there are less nodes

and links in the DANTE Europe topology than those in the

AT&T US topology, which results in less path variation for

our DDRA-based methodologies.
Note that in Figs. 5 and 6, we just show the experimental

results for the case where the length of the minimal-cost path
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Fig. 4. Analytic and experimental results of E½SimPSl � for AT&T US

topology.

1. For the AT&T US and DANTE Europe topologies, the cases for l � 5
hardly occur and the results for these cases are not shown in the figure.

Fig. 5. E½SimPSl � for AT&T US topology.



is equal or less than 5. The reason for this is as follows: First,

the number of source-destination pairs with the length of

minimal-cost path larger than 5 in the AT&T and DANTE

Europe topologies is too few to sufficiently indicate anything.

Furthermore, our dynamic routing algorithm is designed

based on a distance-vector routing protocol for intradomain

systems, the number of nodes is limited and, thus, the length

of minimal-cost paths for source-destination pairs is bound.
However, we must emphasize that when the length of the
minimal-cost path is larger than 5, the trends of the curves of
E½SimPSl � for DDRA_with/without_RandomizedSelector,
ECRA, and SPRA are similar to those for the path length
equal to or less than 5.

Fig. 7 shows the experimental results of E½SimPSl � for

the random topologies where the node number jNj is equal

to 60. Specifically, Figs. 7a and 7b, respectively, indicate the

results when the link probabilities are 0.1 and 0.4. From these

figures, it is obvious that a similar phenomenon forE½SimPSl �
is shown as that of Fig. 5. That is, the values of E½SimPSl � for

our DDRA-based methodologies are much smaller than

those for SPRA and ECRA when l is larger. For all lvalues, the

performance of DDRA_with_RandomizedSelector is better

than that of DDRA_without_RandomizedSelector. Note that

the experimental results for the link probabilities 0.2 and 0.3

and for the node numbers 40 and 50 are similar to those of

Figs. 7a and 7b, and are omitted in this paper.

4.2 Effect of l on Single-Trip Time and Jitter

Figs. 8 and 9 show the experimental results of the average

single-trip time under the proposed DDRA, ECRA, and
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Fig. 6. E½SimPSl � for DANTE Europe topology.

Fig. 7. E½SimPSl � for random topologies, where jNj ¼ 60. (a) Link
Probability ¼ 0:1. (b) Link Probability ¼ 0:4.

Fig. 8. Effect of l on single-trip time for AT&T US topology.

Fig. 9. Effect of l on single-trip time for DANTE Europe topology.



SPRA for the AT&T US and DANTE Europe topologies,

respectively. These figures indicate that the DDRA does not

result in much longer single-trip-time compared with SPRA

and ECRA. Furthermore, since DDRA_with_Randomized

Selector and DDRA_without_RandomizedSelector would

have the same delivery-path set, the single-trip times of the

DDRA-based methodologies are much similar. Also, the

single-trip times for ECRA and SPRA are similar because

ECRA and SPRA always send their packets through the

minimal-cost paths with the same bandwidth.
For a network, “Jitter” is defined as the variation of

single-trip times between the transmitted packets, and can
be formulated as

JðiÞ ¼ Jði� 1Þ þ Dði� 1; iÞj j � Jði� 1Þð Þ=16:

This equation is used to calculate the jitter for cumulatively
receiving i packets, where Dði� 1; iÞ ¼ STTi�1 � STTi,
STTi is the single-trip time used to transmit the ith packet,
and Jð0Þ ¼ 0 [3].

Based on the above equation, Figs. 10 and 11 show the

experimental results of the jitters caused by our DDRA-

based methodologies, SPRA and ECRA. From the figures,

we observe that the jitter value of SPRA is nearly equal to

zero, and ECRA has a relatively small jitter. On the other

hand, the jitter values for DDRA_with_RandomizedSelector

and DDRA_without_RandomizedSelector increase as the

length l of the minimal-cost path increases. The reason is

that the packet-delivery paths by using DDRA would be

more diverse, which results in a larger jitter.

4.3 Effect of Traffic Load on Throughput

This section elaborates on the effect of traffic load on
throughput for SPRA, ECRA, and our DDRA. Note that
since the performance of DDRA with RandomizedSelector
and without RandomizedSelector is similar in this case,
the curve for DDRA_without_RandomizedSelector will not
be plotted. Figs. 12 and 13 show the experimental results
of the throughput under different traffic loads for
DDRA_with_RandomizedSelector, ECRA, and SPRA. From
these figures, we can observe that the throughput would
be degraded when the number of TCP flows increases
(i.e., the traffic load increases). Furthermore, for all values
of traffic loads under investigation, the performance of
DDRA_with_RandomizedSelector on the throughput is
superior as compared with that of ECRA and SPRA. This
phenomenon implies that our security-enhanced dynamic
routing can provide more path variation against security
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Fig. 10. Effect of l on jitter for AT&T US topology.

Fig. 11. Effect of l on jitter for DANTE Europe topology.

Fig. 12. Effect of traffic load on throughput for AT&T US topology.

Fig. 13. Effect of traffic load on throughput for DANTE Europe topology.



threats without sacrificing the end-to-end transmission
performance on the throughput.

4.4 Effect of l on Available Paths

Fig. 14 shows the impact of l on the average number ðANÞ
of available paths for each source-destination pair in

AT&T US and DANTE Europe topologies. The figure

indicates that AN increases as l increases. Also, we

observe that for a fixed l, there are more available paths

in the AT&T US topology that those in the DANTE

Europe topology. The reason is that the average number

of links between the nodes in the AT&T US topology is

larger than that in the DANTE Europe topology. Thus,

more nexthop candidates can be selected in the AT&T US

topology than in the DANTE Europe topology while

packets are transmitted over the network by using our

proposed security-enhanced dynamic routing algorithm.

5 CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed a security-enhanced dynamic

routing algorithm based on distributed routing information

widely supported in existing networks. The proposed

algorithm is easy to implement and compatible with

popular routing protocols, such as RIP and DSDV, over

existing infrastructures. An analytic study was developed

for the proposed algorithm and was verified against the

experimental results. A series of simulation experiments

were conducted to show the capability of the proposed

algorithm, for which we have very encouraging results. We

must point out that the proposed algorithm is completely

orthogonal to the work based on the designs of crypto-

graphy algorithms and system infrastructures. Our security-

enhanced dynamic routing could be used with cryptogra-

phy-based system designs to further improve the security of

data transmission over networks.
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